Seminar Speaker: Mr. Scott Bonneville, PE, *SAMPE
Host: Wanliang Shan, Assistant Professor, UNR
& Vice Chair for Sierra Chapter of *SAMPE

3:00 pm, Friday, September 29th
DMSC 103

Followed by
*SAMPE Meet and Join Session– 4:00-5:30

FREE PIZZA & DRINKS!!

RSVP by 5:00pm, Thursday, September 28th to
Alex Carter– VP of Technology at Click Bond, Inc.
& Chair of Sierra Chapter of *SAMPE
sampesierra@gmail.com

Membership fully covered by *SAMPE
Priority internship consideration for associated companies, including
Click Bond Inc. in Carson City and Shan Research Group at UNR

Synopsis: Mr. Bonneville’s talk will cover experiences with numerous types of composite manufacturing technologies that have been used for a variety of industries. While predominantly working the aerospace industry, he has spent some time in transportation, marine, recreation, medical, and the film industry as well. For engineers in training, will share lessons learned and pointers that may help chart a successful career!

Bio: Bonneville’s career has included assignments in many aerospace companies as well as small entrepreneurial firms and 12+ years of consulting with a focus on composite materials. He has been an active member in the Norcal SAMPE chapter organizing workshops and as chairman, focused on ways to invigorate the chapter, expand the scholarship program, and participate in outreach programs.

Mr. Bonneville holds a mechanical engineering degree from University of Vermont, a Masters in Electrical Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and is a licensed engineer in California. He has a passion for aesthetic engineering, skiing, travel, and hiking.

*SAMPE: Society for the Advancement of Materials and Process Engineering